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1. Full day Guangzhou city tour to Yuexiu Park, Nanyue King Museum, Chen Clan Temple, Sun Yat-Sen
Memorial Hall.【L】
Itinerary: Pick up at hotel in the morning, then proceed to Yuexiu Park. In this park, we can not only see the
symbol of Guangzhou-the Five Goats Status, but also visit the Zhenhai Tower which was built in the Ming
Dynasty (1368-1644). This magnificent building commands a bird's-eye view of the whole city, and now houses
the City Museum. Visit the Nanyue King Museum. The oldest and largest Han tomb with the most funerary
objects in Lingnan Area. As one of the 80 famous museums in the world, the museum covers 14,000m² with 10
exhibition halls.
After lunch, visit the folk art institute-Chen Clan Temple. It’s a national-level protected cultural heritage site,
and houses the Guangdong Museum of Folk Arts. And then visit Sun Yat-Sen Memorial Hall, it was constructed
between 1929 and 1931, a monument to Dr Sun Yat-Sen, the forerunner of Chinese democratic revolution. The
hall is a grand octagon building of typical Chinese architectural style. As an important place for conferences
and performances, it can hold thousands of people with sound equipment. Have a leisure visit to Shamian
Island, a gazetted historical area that serves as a tranquil reminder of the colonial European period, with quiet
pedestrian avenues flanked by trees and lined by historical buildings in various states of upkeep.

Quotation: (Only accept cash payment)

RMB950 net per person based on 01 pax (01 person);
RMB580 net per person based on 02-05 pax;
RMB450 net per person based on 06-09 pax;
RMB350 net per person based on 10 pax;
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Tour inclusions:

--Sightseeing tours with entrance fees as specified.
--English speaking guide service as specified.
--Chinese lunch at local restaurant.
Do not include:

--Sightseeing not mention in the itinerary.
--Meals not mention in the itinerary.
--Gratuity to guides and drivers.
--China visa.

2. Full day Panyu tour to Yu Yin Shan Fang and Bao Mo Garden. 【L】
Itinerary: Pick up at hotel in the morning, visit the Yu Yin Shan Fang. One of the four famous gardens built in
the Qing Dynasty in Guangdong Province. Located in Nancun Township, covering an area of 1,598 square
meters and 17 kilometers away from Guangzhou City Proper, this garden is well known for the family of Wu
Yantian, the father and his two sons once scored among top three at the national imperial examinations. It is
very symbolic today for the ambitious students and their parents.
After lunch, we continue to visit Bo Mo Garden which was built at the end of the Qing Dynasty, covering an
area of 5 mu, was damaged in 1950s. It was rebuilt in 1995. And it took five years to finish Bao Mo Garden.
Now it is enlarged a lot and covers an area of about 100 mu. It is a park of garden arts with the integration of
the cultures of Qing period, architectural characteristics of ancient Canton, landscape art of Lingnan style.
Shopping if time permits. At the end of the tour, drive back to the hotel.

Quotation: (Only accept cash payment)

RMB1080 net per person based on 01 pax (01 person);
RMB680 net per person based on 02-05 pax;
RMB520 net per person based on 06-09 pax;
RMB420 net per person based on 10 pax;
Tour inclusions:

--Sightseeing tours with entrance fees as specified.
--English speaking guide service as specified.
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--Chinese lunch at local restaurant.
Do not include:

--Sightseeing not mention in the itinerary.
--Meals not mention in the itinerary.
--Gratuity to guides and drivers.
--China visa.

3. Full day Guangzhou city tour to Guangdong Provincial Museum, Canton tower, six Banyan Temple,
Lichiwan Stream.
Itinerary: Pick up at hotel in the morning, then proceed to Guangdong Provincial Museum, which has recently
completed construction in 2010. It covers a total floor area of 66,980 square meters. The five storey building
consist of four large exhibition halls with a collection of over 166,000 exhibits which are divided into three
main categories: Lingnan history, natural history and Chinese art. The exterior design of the museum is inspired
by intricately sculpted antique Chinese artifacts such as lacquer boxes, ivory balls and jade bowls. However,
completely futuristic in its design, the cut-out surface looks like extraterrestrial symbols. The whole aesthetic
makes the Guangdong Museum one of seven cultural landmarks in Guangzhou, China. And then visit to Canton
tower, climb the tower and have a look out of the both shore view of Pearl River. Canton Tower, with its
complex, transparent, curvy and gracious appearance, owns the nickname: “Xiao Man Yao” which means “slim
waist”. It topped-out in 2009 and became operational on September 29, 2010 for the 2010 Asian Games. It is
the second tallest tower in the world.
After lunch, visit the Six Banyan Temple. The Temple of the Six Banyan Trees is an ancient Buddhist temple
originally built in 537 in the Liang Dynasty in Guangzhou, southern China. The main structure of the temple,
was built in 1097, and was named for its colorful exterior. The Flower Pagoda once had a square base in its
architecture. And then Visit to Lichiwan Stream, it is used to be a place with "Two banks of red lychee trees
along with a green brook" and is now a major tourism attraction, providing a magnificent scenery of abundant
trees, elegant bridges, winding water ways, blue-grey brick buildings of typical South China architecture and
boats ferrying tourists along the waterways. Here concentrates the famous restaurants with history dating back
to the Qing Dynasty, and they are still thriving today.

Quotation: (Only accept cash payment)
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RMB1080 net per person based on 01 pax (01 person);
RMB680 net per person based on 02-05 pax;
RMB550 net per person based on 06-09 pax;
RMB450 net per person based on 10 pax;
Tour inclusions:

--Sightseeing tours with entrance fees as specified.
--English speaking guide service as specified.
--Chinese lunch at local restaurant.
Do not include:

--Sightseeing not mention in the itinerary.
--Meals not mention in the itinerary.
--Gratuity to guides and drivers.
--China visa.

4. Option Tour: Night Cruise on Pearl River
Have a night cruise on Pearl River by cruise ship, enjoy the great sight of Pearl River. Pearl River, including the
East River, West River and North River and other tributaries to the confluence of River in Guangzhou, the
scenery is very beautiful. At night, brightly shining, "the South China Sea and spirits" cruise ship carrying
tourists from the Tianzi pier, pass by the Liberation bridge, Haizhu bridge. Jiangwan bridge, Haiyin bridge,
Guangzhou bridge, Hedong bridge, then return. Have a sightseeing of "Yangcheng Eight." Including Zhuhai
loyalty, Lake Spring, Huangpu cloud wall, Pool Night Moon, etc.

Quotation: (Only accept cash payment)

RMB880 net per person based on 01 pax (01 person);
RMB550 net per person based on 02-05 pax;
RMB380 net per person based on 06-09 pax;
RMB300 net per person based on 10 pax;
Tour inclusions:

--Sightseeing tours with entrance fees as specified.
--English speaking guide service as specified.
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